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A supermassive object in the Galactic Center

SgrA* is a supermassive 
compact object

Nobel Prize 2020

Compatible with a SMBH
as described by General Relativity

Credits: Gillessen et al. 2009
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A supermassive object in the Galactic Center

Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, 2022

Brightness depression at the center of a bright emission ring
whose angular size is compatibe with what is expected for a
Schwarzschild black hole of 4 million solar masses

Shadow

Credits: EHT 2022



Black hole mimickers are possible alternatives to black holes, they 
would look observationally almost like black holes but would have
no horizon. The properties in the near-horizon region where gravity is 
strong can be quite different for both type of objects, but at infinity it 
could be difficult to discern black holes from their mimickers.

A supermassive object in the Galactic Center

“
Lemos & Zaslavskii (2008)

What about a 
black hole 
mimicker??

[see for example Raúl Carballo-Rubio et al. 2022]

All these studies demonstrate the presence of an ultracompact 
object in the GC endowed with a photon sphere, we cannot 
conclude without a doubt that it is a SMBH as decribed by GR



The Black Bounce model

We study the uni-parametric family of space-times (G = c = 1):

expressed in the usual Schwarzschild coordinates

BH
Regular  BH Two-way WH

One-way WH

Black Bounce metric

Minimum of the aerial radius:
Troath radius

Event horizon



The orbit of S2 around a BB

Mock orbits for S2 in the BB spacetime depend on 14 parameters



The orbit of S2 around a BB

Geometry of space-time
Components of the metric tensor
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The orbit of S2 around a BB

Geometry of space-time
Components of the metric tensor

Equations of motion
Geodesic eqs. related to metric
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The orbit of S2 around a BB

Geometry of space-time
Components of the metric tensor

Equations of motion
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Constraining the BB with S2 and with other stars

Publicly available data Astrometric positions and radial
velocities from Gillessen et al. (2017)

Only cover the period up to mid-2016:
no information at all about the pericentre passage

RMS uncertainty

Orbital precession measurement
from the Gravity Collaboration (2020)

Obtained adding data recorded at pericentre
with the GRAVITY interferometer

RMS uncertainty

We built our own dataset
of mock observations

Mimicking GRAVITY observations and strategy 
and covering entire orbit
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Constraining the BB with S2 and with other stars

We are able to exclude wormholes whose throat is larger
than ~ 5 AU

Both the BH and the WH models fall well within our
credible interval

Using REAL data

However we have a fator ~ 25 improvement over real
data

Even with a much more precise dataset we are not able
to rule out the WH

Using MOCK data



Constraining the BB with S2 and with other stars

Which observational strategy could reveal the nature of SgrA*?

Toy model



Constraining the BB with S2 and with other stars

A uniform coverage of at least 20 observations for each region of the orbit
is required to rule out the WH nature of SgrA* at 5σ confidence

Which observational strategy could reveal the nature of SgrA*?



Conclusions

S2 star | Public data

S2 star | Mock catalogue

We built our own stars.

§ Both the BH and the WH models fall well within our credible interval

§ We are able to exclude wormholes whose throat is larger than 5 AU

§ Even with a much more precise dataset it’s not possible to rule out the WH model using the S2 star orbit

§ Stars on closer orbits investigate better the geometry of spacetime

§ Using data with astrometric precision for a 5 year-period star covering uniformly its orbit can 
effectively rule out the WH nature of SgrA* at 5σ confidence.

§ Still today we cannot exclude that Sgr A* is a black hole mimicker.

§ The Black Bounce model offers a simple parametrization to study the Black Holes/ Wormholes families.



Thanks for your attention


